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List of Acronyms
Abbreviation / acronym

Description

AIR

Affect and Intent Recognition

ASC

Autism Spectrum Case

CGDLC

Career Guidance Distance Learning Case

CLS

Cloud-based Learner’s Space

DoA

Description of Action

DSS

Decision Support System

EE

Experience Engine

ES

Experiencing Service

ITC

Industrial Training Case

GUI

Graphical User Interface

IPA

Interaction with Platform Agent

LA

Learning Action

LM

Learning Material

LMC

Learning Material Controller

LRS

Learning Record Stores

MEC

Mainstream Education Case

PA

Platform Agent

PMLDC

Profound and Multiple Learning Disabilities Case

SC

Sensorial Component

TB

TurtleBot robot

xAPI

Experience API
Table 1: Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
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Project Description
MATHISIS is a 36 month duration project co-funded by the European Commission Horizon 2020
Programme (H2020-ICT-2015) under Grant Agreement No. 687772. It started on 1st January 2016.
One of the core objectives of MaTHiSiS project is to enhance learning environments and make use of
computing devices in learning in a more interactive way, which will provide a product-system to be
used in formal, non-formal and informal education. An ecosystem for assisting
learners/tutors/caregivers for both regular learners and learners with special needs will be
introduced and validated in 5 use cases: Autism Spectrum Case (ASC), Profound and Multiple
Learning Disabilities Case (PMLDC), Mainstream Education Case (MEC), Industrial Training Case (ITC)
and Career Guidance Distance Learning Case (CGDLC).
MaTHiSiS product-system consists of an integrated platform, along with a set of re-usable learning
components (educational material, digital educational artefacts, etc.), which will respond to the
needs of a future educational framework, and provide capabilities for: i) adaptive learning, ii)
automatic feedback, iii) automatic assessment of learner’s progress and behavioural state, iv)
affective learning and v) game-based learning.
Within MaTHiSiS, an innovative structural tool of learning graphs is going to be introduced to guide
the learner through the process of learning in the given scenario. To reach a learning objective,
learner will have to “follow the path” of the learning graphs, built up on Smart Learning Atoms, which
are certain learning elements that carry defined learning materials.
To ensure barrier free integration in the market, MaTHiSiS makes use of a range of interaction
devices, such as specialized robots, mobile devices and interactive whiteboards. The consortium
ensures easy-to-use solution with e.g. specialized graphical editor-like tool, allowing to easily create
educational materials as well as the reusability within both mainstream education and vocational
training setups.
Objectives of the project
A Cloud-based Learner’s Space (CLS) will be developed to provide a system for
adaptation/personalization in learning, interaction, data acquisition and analysis as well as content
creation on the fly. This is a core component of the MaTHiSiS system which includes 3 crucial
subsystems which create an innovative smart learning ecosystem: i) the experience engine (EE), a
graph-based interactive storytelling engine, that manipulates interactive content that is later sent to
a device of tutor’s/learner’s choice; ii) the learning graph engine, responsible for adaptation of the
Learning Graph based on learner’s behaviour and interaction; iii) the Decision Support System (DSS)
providing and collecting learning analytics and controlling synchronous and asynchronous interaction
between devices. To ensure constant educational flow and augmented learner engagement, the
emotion recognition and context aware cognitive/behavioural status extraction tools are introduced
within the system addressed by the Sensorial Component (SC).
For the purpose of validating MaTHiSiS approaches in learning environment, a set of Smart Learning
Atoms (SLA) is going to be created for defined use cases. Such SLAs will adapt to each learner in a
different way based on her/his particular needs, profile, cognitive affective state, relevance to
specific learning requirements and previous performance. Further, an editor-like tool is introduced to
be able to transform educational material into MaTHiSiS Learning Materials usable by SLAs through
Learning Actions. The learning graphs then are going to be deployed to interact with the CLS as well
as some front-end tools for tutors and caregivers to enable creation, editing and authoring of the
learning contents and learning experiences.
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MaTHiSiS will support learning across a variety of learning contexts and, with the use of a variety of
devices (robots, interactive whiteboards, mobile devices and desktop/laptop computers), with
personalized and adaptable, time and location independent learning paths, being transferred
between the agents, always taking into consideration best knowledge and practices learnt from the
previous device.
By the end of the project, MaTHiSiS will introduce a marketable innovation, aimed at the re-usability
of educational and training content and fostering the interactivity between technology and
learners/tutors/caregivers.
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Executive Summary
This deliverable corresponds to the first of a set of three deliverables belonging to Work Package 5
and produced by UM with contributions from CERTH, DXT, NTU (namely, D5.1, D5.2 and D5.3). This
set of deliverables will report on the outcomes of the activities of task 5.1 with details of the robot
agents supporting the interaction with the MaTHiSiS system. This report is accompanied by software
artefacts which relevant code is included in the GitLab repository of MaTHiSiS. The initial version
provides an overview of the work in progress related to task 5.1 and its outcomes at the time of
submission (to be submitted in M12, December 2016).
As its name implies, the robotic layer contains the implementations needed to integrate robotic
Platform Agents (PAs) within the MaTHiSiS platform. This layer includes the interfaces and
applications for delivering learning material and establishes a common language for data sharing
between the PAs (robots) and the MaTHiSiS system.
The information in this deliverable represents the initial progress of the robotic layer and includes a
description of the common service implemented in each PA (Experiencing Service), the specific
components and functionalities of each robot (namely, TurtleBot and NAO robot), the learning action
materialization capabilities available to be used during the first pilots (driven pilots) and the
definition of interaction between learners and PAs which will be tracked during the learning
experience. These implementations allow the integration of this layer within the MaTHiSiS
environment; thus providing the basic functionalities required to incorporate the available robots
into the learning experience.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Document context
MaTHiSiS platform includes several Platform Agents (PAs) which will be involved in the learning
process. Each PA has its own characteristics and functionalities; however all of them must share a
common description and services in order to allow them to be easily re-used or replaced. In addition
these common artifacts also enable collaboration between PAs (see 8.2.2.1 for further information).
For this purpose, this layer has been defined following the description of the architecture described
in [1].
This layer is in charge of the development of applications and interfaces to access the learning
materials available. Initially, TurtleBot (TB) and NAO robot (see Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively)
have been used to implement the necessary functionalities and services to be used in the MaTHiSiS
pilots.

Figure 1: Basic structure of TurtleBot (with Kinect camera)

Interactions and scenarios where these devices will be used must share common descriptions
allowing an easy re-use of Learning Material (LM) and replacement/collaboration between PAs. This
issue will facilitate the adaptation/personalization of the PAs without requiring a complete retraining. Adaptation and personalization are outside the scope of this document but this layer has
been prepared to facilitate the development of these functionalities.
This document is an overview of current progress in the context of task 5.1. The current work
includes the implementation of the basic functionalities to allow the communication between the
MaTHiSiS platform and the PAs in addition to the development of specific learning materials to allow
the use of these devices during the learning experience to reach general learning goals. All the
implementations included in this document are under development and they represent the initial
progress of the robotic layer, providing a functional (in a much reduced scope) version of it.
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Figure 2: Athenea, the first NAO robot of MaTHiSiS

1.2 Document structure
This document presents a description of the outcomes of activities related to task 5.1. In the
following sections, a detailed description of the work in progress of each PA belonging to this layer is
shown. Section 2 includes the objectives and requirements followed for the implementation of this
layer. The description of the common architecture of the robots belonging to this layer and the
specific variation included in each robot is shown in Section 3. Section 4 and Section 5 describe the
abilities available in each PA and the implementation of scenarios that these abilities have allowed,
based on the scenarios described in [1]. A conclusion of the document is presented in Section 6.
Finally two annexes have been included in this document. The first annex (see Section 8.1) contains
information about how the interactions of the learners with the learning material are formulated and
stored in the Learning Record Store. This information will be extended in forthcoming deliverables
(namely, D4.3 and D4.4). The second one (included in Section 8.2) presents the common
functionalities that each PA must implement in their Experiencing Service, not only concerning the
robotic layer, but also the rest of the PAs (i.e. mobile devices, computers and interactive
whiteboards). In this annex, how the interactions are tracked depending on the nature of the
learning material is also included.
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2. Robotic layer requirements
2.1 Objectives extracted from MaTHiSiS DoA
The main objectives of MaTHiSiS (included in the Description of Action 1) whereby this layer is
involved are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SO2-1: Emotion recognition tools for image, video and 3D acquisition devices, brought to the
needs of formal, informal and non-formal education for both mainstream and special
education (T4.1).
SO2-2: Emotion recognition tools for speech signals brought to the needs of formal, in-formal
and non-formal education for both mainstream and special education (T4.1).
SO2-3: Context aware Cognitive/Behavioural status extraction tools (T4.2).
SO2-4: To develop a learner cognitive state monitoring framework and system towards
constant education flow and augmented learner engagement (T4.3).
SO5-1: Foster learning adaptability and interoperability in different contexts and through
different devices (T6.4) – To be implemented in future versions.
SO5-2: Eliminate the need for learning only in specific locations and place individual and
learning preferences as central to the design of learning experiences (T6.4) – To be
implemented in future versions.
SO5-3: Develop novel machine-2-machine (M2M) interaction schemes for knowledge
transfer (T6.3, T6.4) – To be implemented in future versions.
SO8-2: To provide seamless interoperability of the feedback system with the overall system
so as to dictate learning actions to the platform agents (WP5).

2.2 Requirements extracted from MaTHiSiS DoA
The main requirements established in the MaTHiSiS Description of Action (DoA) related to the
robotic layer are the following:
•
•
•
•

•
•

1

Req1: Achievement of the objectives for the innovation “Anthropocentric Interaction
Schemes. Affect/Intent-aware machines”.
Req2: Develop of applications and interfaces for delivering learning material to the right
extent, through the right mediator (Agent).
Req3: Implementation of a common language for information sharing (established in Task
4.2).
Req4: The Platform Agents component is responsible for the different interaction Platform
Agents (PAs) that MaTHiSiS will deploy. These are robots (Task 5.1), mobile devices (Task 5.2)
and IWBs (Task 5.3), which will provide a broad application potential to the MaTHiSiS
ecosystem and will warrant efficient ubiquitous learning across a variety of educational
contexts. At the PA level, the platform agents will implement three major sub parts: 1)
platform agents’ interface and on-board modules (WP5), 2) inter-units collaboration modules
(WP6) and 3) PA, CLS information and action communication (T3.3, WP5).
Req5: Robots will support the full educational scenarios, allowing the pursuing of the SLAs in
the context of executing educational applications.
Req6: Robots’ users are divided in three groups including (a) the learners who are the
primary actors, (b) the tutors/caregivers and (c) the administrators of the platform.

MaTHiSiS main objectives, DoA MaTHiSiS – Part B, pages 6-10
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•

•
•

Req7: Synchronous collaboration among platform agents. MaTHiSiS has to support online,
distributed synchronous collaboration, in multi-learner settings. To avoid obstacles related to
physical location of the learners, platform agents of heterogeneous nature will be possible to
exchange information and collaborate in order to converge, in real time and, based on
learners’ profiles, to optimized sessions.
Req8: Asynchronous collaboration among platform agents: a learning scenario, designed to
be executed by a robotic tutor, can execute the same or a similar task with the use of a
mobile device without extensive re-training and customizing.
Req9: MaTHiSiS robotic layer resides in part in the device itself, interacting with the
operating system and the available modules (such as the sensors) and in part in the back-end
layer of the MaTHiSiS platform, interacting with the core components.

2.3 Requirements extracted from the use cases
As with the rest of the PAs; a robot must be used in MaTHiSiS system by all the defined users
(administrators, tutors, caregivers and learners). The main user role within the MaTHiSiS platform is
that of the learner (both dependent and independent). They will be the one who interacts with the
robot during the learning experiences and thus most of the development is focus on this role.
However, administrators, tutors and caregivers could have access to the configuration of the PA in
order to set the learning experience using the Platform Agent configurator. This tool also allows the
addition of new PAs in the system.
In connection with the user stories defined for the first release in “D7.1 - Integration Strategy and
planning” [2], these are the ones that involve the PAs:
User story

Description

PC02

As a Tutor, I want to be able to define my PAs in order to have them ready for
learning experiences / sessions.

PC03

As a Tutor, I want to be able to define my already known learning environments
with their PAs in order to have them ready for learning experiences / sessions.

LES03

As a Tutor, I want to define the learning context before the beginning of a
Learning Session in order to define which learner will use which PA and select
the current learning environment.

LES12

As a Learner I will interact with my preferred PA in order to improve my skills
and it will gather all information about my current affective status and progress
in order to trigger real -time Learning Graph adaptation.

LES18

As a Learner, I want to practice using touch screens or waving in front of the
robot in order to interact with these PAs.
Table 2: User stories related to PA (extracted from [2])

On the other hand, the implementation of scenarios included in this layer has been developed
following the requirements included in [1]. The scenarios already implemented (see Section 5) are
based on the following learning experiences (included in [1], Table 55):
•
•

“Subitizing and counting” (SLA) based on "Count and identify small amounts of objects"
(Learning Action).
“Association of number to quantity” (SLA) based on "Relate number with a set of objects"
(Learning Action).
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•

“Discrimination of greater than / less than” (SLA) based on "Put the numbers in order
(ascending / descending)" (Learning Action).

2.4 Technical requirements
2.4.1 TurtleBot requirements
TurtleBot is composed of a moving platform, equipped with some sensors, a Kinect camera, and an
on-board laptop. In connection with communications, TurtleBot can be interfaced using LAN or
WLAN in both communicational directions. This means that telemetry (positional information,
(un)compressed camera images, sensor readings, etc.) can be sent to a remote host, as well as
remote host may send control commands to the bot. The key aspect of this communication is a high
level protocol which should be established for in- and outbound connections of the TurtleBot.
All the networking of the TurtleBot is typically implemented via the on-board laptop. There is no
particular limit on the other side of communication (namely, workstation, which is the computer that
communicates with the TurtleBot). Therefore, as long as the system has a connection to the network
and implements the appropriate protocol, it can communicate with the robot, regardless of the OS of
this system.
To summarize, TurtleBot should include (see Figure 3):
•
•
•
•

•

TurtleBot base (Yujin Robot's Kobuki)
Microsoft’s Kinect v.1 for navigation functionalities
Microsoft's Kinect (optionally v.2) or webcam
User-operated device (on-board laptop). This device should include:
o Network connectivity
o Implementation of the corresponding protocol (cloud communications)
o Sensors needed to acquire user input (touchpad, frontal camera, microphone, etc.)
Cloud used for intensive computations and matchmaking. In order to allow this remote
computation, the network should have high bandwidth (dependent on the applications) and
high availability.
o The remote machine should include the appropriate software to interact with the
TurtleBot (using the corresponding protocol)
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Figure 3: TurtleBot component – TurtleBot base (moving platform), Kinect and on-board laptop

Although TurtleBot can work in unknown environments, the utilization of a map could provide (in
certain circumstances) important advantages and facilitates the control of the robot’s movements.
The use of a map allows the implementation of extra functionalities which are very important for the
operability of the TB. This map is used by the robot to track its position in the environment and it is
essential, for instance, for the autonomous and safe navigation and the avoidance of obstacles
during this navigation (even though the avoidance of obstacles could be also available in absence of a
map).
MaTHiSiS will provide an easy-to-use tool for the creation and management of maps of the different
rooms/floors where the robot will be used. This tool must facilitate the management of different
maps in order to easily use the robot in different locations.
For the creation of the map, TB must establish the limits of the room(s) where the activity will take
place. To do that, the Map Creation Tool supports different control devices (as it is described in more
detail in section 4.1.4). Figure 4 shows this tool while using the mouse or the touchpad to control the
movements of the robot.
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Figure 4: Map Creation Tool (TurtleBot)

The video acquired by the cameras connected to the TB can be streamed to a workstation where the
application will run to perform a remote (and more comfortable) control of the system. Once the
map is created, the user will be able to store this map in order to be used when needed. A Map
Manager tool will also be provided. This tool will store the maps created previously and will allow an
easy calibration of the robot with just a couple of actions (selection of the current map and the
approximate initial position and orientation of the robot). After the system receives this information,
the robot tracks its position on the map and represents the current state of the map (including
possible obstacles not included during the creation of the map). The tool will show the map and the
laser scan should line up approximately with the walls in the map.
Finally, it is noted that the Kobuki moving platform included in this robot (see Section 4.1.2) has a
factory calibrated gyro inside and shouldn't need extra calibration in comparison with other systems
(e.g. Create base).

2.4.2 NAO robot requirements
For the NAO, the main technical requirements are the necessity of calibrating its camera with that of
the Kinect V2 (see Figure 5). This is done in order to make NAO depth aware and to be able to use
Kinect V2 as an extension to the NAO’s existing sensor network. In addition to the provision of depth
information; the Kinect V2 can also provide the estimated skeletal pose of a human body. This data is
a needed requirement in order to perform the Motion Analysis as described in D4.1. This feature
could be extracted on the NAO as well; however this would require the deployment of additional
algorithms which are computational demanding. For this reason, we are using the Kinect V2 where
the provided data do not need any further process saving us processing resources.
The calibration procedure follows a standard stereo camera calibration scheme consisting of a
predefined pattern (checkerboard), which help us to find matching points between the 2 cameras.
Having these correspondences we can therefore calculate the transformation between the two
cameras, and thus, the two devices. At this moment, the calibration of the two devices is valid only
whilst both cameras remain stable. In future work, we will try to preserve the transformation of the
two cameras; even if the NAO performs several movements. We will approach this problem with an
online calibration procedure where every new position of NAO is tracked in every move.
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Subsequently, we will compute and sum up the transformations among each movement concluding
in a global transformation from the initial position to the final.

Figure 5: Checkerboard on different postures (NAO calibration)

The NAO OS (NAOqi) has had a major version upgrade from v1.x to v2.x; the original v1.x systems
must be upgraded before they can be used consistently and reliably. All references to NAO
capabilities and functionality in this document will be for v2.x systems.
By default; upon start-up NAO’s Autonomous Life feature is enabled, but no additional items are
installed (Basic Channel: Off). This state is described as “alive but deaf and dumb”. In this state the
robot sways slightly and appears to be waiting for something to happen. It cannot understand
questions and has no conversation skills. Enabling the Basic Channel installs several elements on the
NAO, enabling dialog, adding some sounds and providing push and fall recovery. When the
Autonomous Life and the Basic Channel are enabled; the NAO orients its head towards humans, and
is able to react to basic stimuli, such as sound, movement and touch. Aldebaran recommends using
the Basic Channel to manage and trigger applications; alternatively, a new channel may be created
and enabled.
The NAO robot has no specific calibration process but, following factory reset or system upgrade,
may update and calibrate its inertial sensor, and will undergo an automatic self-diagnostic sequence,
where all safety reflexes are intentionally removed.
A WiFi connection is highly recommended and internet access is necessary for Registration, Channel
access and management. Bluetooth connectivity is supported, but requires an additional USB
Bluetooth dongle.
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3. Architecture
3.1 Experiencing service
MaTHiSiS Experiencing Service serves as the communication channel for the MaTHiSiS system to all
Platform Agents. This service resides on each PA and it is the entry point of MaTHiSiS on each one.
The general description of this component (shared by all the PAs) is included in section 8.2.
This section includes the details of this component in the robotic layer architecture. Furthermore, the
general requirements needed to implement the interactions between the learners and each of the
PAs belonging to the robotic layer and how the ES is accessible by the learners are described. This
service implements the necessary components for the exchange of information with MaTHiSiS cloud
infrastructure that enable the realization of the MaTHiSiS experience service on each PA. Moreover,
the Experiencing Service will include the possibility of providing some feedback from the MaTHiSiS
platform on the PAs. This feedback will be provided through a simple GUI (Graphical User Interface)
while not all the PAs will implement it.
Depending on the Platform Agent, the interaction takes place in different ways based on the
possibilities afforded by each specific PA. On the other hand, the Experiencing Service implements
the same functionalities regardless of the nature of the LM in used. However, the architecture
implemented in the PA change slightly during the use physical material, since the system must obtain
information through the sensors in order to track the interactions.
This section describes the main functionalities of the Experiencing Service (divided in different tiers)
included in the PAs belonging to the robotic layer (i.e. TurtleBot and NAO).

3.1.1 Sensorial Component tier
This tier includes different implementations depending on the capabilities of the PA and
functionalities implemented in each of them.
3.1.1.1

TurtleBot

The Sensorial component tier is in charge of retrieving data provided by the different sensors
available in the platform agent and the processing of this data. In the case of TurtleBot, video data
(for face emotion recognition) is currently available. Future implementations can include gaze and
audio analysis (for speech-based affect recognition).
The face emotion recognition implemented in TB allows the detection of the affective state of the
learner using the information acquired through the webcam or the Kinect. Firstly, this component
performs the face detection. Using this information, this component detects a set of facial landmarks
using a technique which allows a robust and accurate landmark positions in challenging conditions,
such as varying illumination and pose and low quality images. Finally, after a face alignment, the
images are processed and a set of affective-related features is obtained (see Figure 6). The whole
procedure followed for the facial analysis is widely described in the document “D4.1 – MaTHiSiS
sensorial component” [4]. It is worth noting that in TB the whole SC (for face emotion recognition) is
executed locally; so the TB communicates to the MaTHiSiS CLS affect-related features instead of raw
or pre-processed data.
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Figure 6: Example of a face detection, face landmark detection and alignment in different images (up) and a
blending of the resulting images (down)

3.1.1.2

NAO robot

The Sensorial Component (SC) on this PA will be implemented in two phases depending on the
requirements of each scenario. In the first case, the PA is fully autonomous with no need of extra
sensors, whereas in the second one, the PA must be coupled with a Kinect V2 device. The main
difference between the two cases is that in the former, the PA is not capable to perform Motion
Analysis and to be aware of the depth of the scene.
Autonomous NAO
The implementation of the SC 1/2 (SC hosted on the PA) on this setup requires the input of the data
captured from two modalities: 1) the camera and 2) the microphones. In more detail, the input
signals are the RGB images from the camera and the recorded sounds from the microphones. The
former for Facial Analysis and Gaze Estimation, while the latter for Speech Recognition and Speech
Based Affect Recognition.
The PA applies face detection on the RGB image and extracts the coordinates of the detected face, its
size and the coordinates of the eyes. Subsequently, the PA crops the images according to these
coordinates and produces the preprocessed data to be fed on the SC 2/2. The cropped images, the
face coordinates and the recorded sounds are the output of the Sensorial Component hosted on the
PA (SC 1/2). Finally, the output will be sent to the cloud via web sockets.
The SC part residing on the cloud (SC 2/2) takes the input as described above and applies the
algorithms of the Task 4.1 (except Motion Analysis) to produce features and corresponding labels for
each module. These features and labels are therefore streamed to the multimodal fusion service
within AIRLib.
NAO with Kinect
This is the case where the data from a Kinect sensor is needed in order to perform Motion Analysis.
This setup consists of the NAO, the Kinect device and a laptop/PC that is the coordinator of the
former two. The laptop/PC after the calibration procedure described in Section 2.4 gathers data from
the NAO and the Kinect; process them appropriately and finally transfers them to the MaTHiSiS
cloud.
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On the other hand, the SC 1/2, residing on the PA, takes as input the cropped image, coordinates,
recorded sounds from NAO (as have been described), as well as skeleton and depth from the Kinect.
The data captured from NAO does not need any processing while Kinect’s data requires a
transformation to be aligned with the NAO’s camera. This transformation is available through the
offline calibration procedure between the NAO’s camera and the Kinect as described in Section 2.4.
All these data form the output of the SC 1/2 and they are transferred to the SC 2/2.
Unlike the Autonomous Case; in this case the input of the SC 2/2 also contains information for the
estimated skeleton of the user. Therefore, MaTHiSiS is now capable to output labels and/or features
for all the modules described in Task 4.1 including Motion Analysis.

3.1.2 Learning Action Materialization tier
The Learning Action Materialisation tier defined in D2.3 is implemented by the LM launcher
component. This is a background service running on the PA which is responsible of controlling the
materialisation of the learning actions triggering the appropriate Learning Material. It receives
commands for starting and stopping the learning material. In the 2nd year, this interface will be
enriched with learning material configuration information (e.g. difficulty level).
During the control of a Learning Material, the following low-level technical events are reported back
to the MaTHiSiS cloud:
-

cannot find it,
cannot start it,
cannot communicate with it,

In this case, the Decision Support System (DSS) will be informed in order to let it adapt the learning
experience.
This component will also be responsible for downloading the learning material (if it is not available
on the device), for activating/deactivating and configuring it.

3.1.3 Interaction with PAs tier
This tier is in charge of the retrieving information from interactions with LMs and sending back
information about the user’s activity in the format xAPI statements to MaTHiSiS back-end. To
manage this functionality, the ES must receive information from the interaction tracker, to be
implemented in different components depending on the nature of them (for further information, see
Section 8.2).

3.1.4 Platform Agents collaboration tier
This tier is responsible for implementing synchronous and asynchronous collaboration scenarios
which are under definition in WP6, (namely, D6.4). The platform collaboration tier is not included in
that version.

3.1.5 Experiencing Service GUI in TurtleBot
For this specific PA, the on-board laptop’s screen will be used to show useful information to the
learners. The Experiencing Service could include a basic GUI or widget where the main information
will be shown. The information available through this widget will include data from the learner/s who
is using the PA (e.g. name, personal skill, etc.) and the most important information related to the
learning process and the current session (e.g. connection state with the cloud service, SLA/LM
involved, competence of the learner in the specific task, level of difficulty, time spent and/or time
left, etc.).
The Experiencing Service GUI (to be implemented in this robot in subsequent versions) is similar to
the one defined for computers (laptops and personal computers) used as a PA, due to the nature of
the devices involved. The mock-ups of this GUI are shown below. Figure 7 shows how the ES will be
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displayed on the screen and an example of the information provided by the GUI when the connection
with the MaTHiSiS platform is not available (a different message will also be shown when the PA is
trying to establish the connection). Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the information included in the GUI
when the PA is connected with the cloud platform and when the learning activity is in process,
respectively.

Figure 7: TurtleBot Experiencing Service mock-up: Disconnected

Figure 8: TurtleBot Experiencing Service mock-up: Connected
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Figure 9: TurtleBot Experiencing Service mock-up: Learning session started
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4. Robotic layer specific abilities
4.1 TurtleBot
TurtleBot has a considerable number of abilities that can be exploited in the context of MaTHiSiS.
Some of them are generic abilities of the robot and others have been developed specifically to be
used in MaTHiSiS project. This section describes this PA, its main components and functionalities and
the main abilities implemented up to now. Some possible future uses of these abilities in a learning
environment are also commented.

4.1.1 Description
TurtleBot is a personal robot kit with open-source software. This versatile robotic platform can be
used in many applications. This PA can support the same functionalities developed to run in
computers (by using the integrated laptop) as well as other extra functionalities based on the
possibilities offered by the moving platform and the video and audio recording.

4.1.2 Components
As highlighted within the previous subsection, this PA disposes of an on-board laptop. Currently, the
main features of this device are touchpad, screen, frontal camera, microphone, speaker and different
possibilities for connectivity (such as LAN, WLAN or Bluetooth). The available hardware of the laptop
could be extended regarding future needs. The structure of the robot is built on a moving platform
(Yujin Robot's Kobuki) and a Microsoft's Kinect camera is used to assist navigation. This robotic
platform can be used via many applications e.g. activity recognition through video data. To this end,
within future versions; an extra Kinect v2 could also be incorporated into the robot structure in order
to provide more sophisticated data such as depth images for skeleton analysis.
TurtleBot runs using a workstation PC (Ubuntu 14.04 LTS). This system combines the components
abovementioned (Kobuki moving platform and Kinect) into an integrated development platform for
ROS (Indigo version) applications.

4.1.3 Main functionalities
The main technical functionalities already implemented on this PA during the first 12 months of
MaTHiSiS include:
•
•
•
•
•

Video and audio signals recording on the device: TB can record and store video and audio
signals acquired through webcam and/or Kinect camera. This data will be used by the specific
Sensorial Component.
Video and audio streaming over the network: the signals recorded using webcam and/or
Kinect camera can be streamed to another computer to facilitate tasks such as the navigation
or the creation of maps.
Multimedia content: TB can play different multimedia content which will be used as learning
material such video, audio, PowerPoint presentations, etc.
Obstacle detection: using Kinect camera data and laser scan, this PA can detect obstacles
(both fixed and moving objects) in order to avoid, for example, collisions with them during
autonomous navigation.
Local and remote computation: although video and audio data can be processed locally, TB
offers the possibility to compute this data in a dedicated server, allowing a higher
computational power. This functionality is very important for future improvements of the
emotion detection algorithms (for example, using machine learning techniques).
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4.1.4 Main abilities implemented
In the context of MaTHiSiS, some specific abilities have been developed in TurtleBot in order to
facilitate the implementation of LMs. This section includes a description of the abilities implemented
up to now.

4.1.4.1

Teleoperation

TurtleBot has several possibilities for the implementation of the teleoperation system (see Figure
10). The movements of this robot can be controlled by keyboard, joystick, mouse or touchpad or
even using videogame console controllers. This ability can be used to perform learning activities but
it is also important in order to create maps (see Section 2.4). These maps could be an essential
requirement for the proper operation of the TB in specific learning experiences (mainly in those
activities that require an autonomous navigation of the robot).
Apart from generic devices such as computer mouse, some common commercial controllers (i.e.
Sony PlayStation 3, Microsoft Xbox 360 and Logitech rumblepad2 controllers) are currently
supported by the system. Furthermore, other joysticks can also be used. To that end, the keys of this
controller need to be remapped (a specific tool to facilitate this functionality is not currently
available).

Figure 10: Teleoperation screen

4.1.4.2

Navigator

TB can navigate both autonomously and manually. The manual navigation can be performed using
any of the control systems commented previously whether or not the systems is using a pre-defined
map. However, using a known map a concrete location (and orientation) on it can be sent to the
robot. In that case, it finds the optimal trajectory to reach it automatically. This optimal movement is
calculated through the analysis of a cost map in order to plan the way, using the information
provided by the sensor (Kinect camera and laser). Sensor data is used to build a 2D occupancy grid to
calculate the cost map. This autonomous navigation also implements a security system that avoids
the collision of TB with fixed and moving objects or people. The speed of the movements can be
customized in order to accommodate this parameter to the requirements of the scenario and/or
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application. Moreover, as in the case of the creation of the map, video and audio data can be
streamed to a workstation in real time.

4.1.4.3

Follower

TB can also follow a person closely and safely (avoiding collision with learners themselves or other
people or objects). To use this ability, TB looks for objects in a window in front of it. Once it found it,
it seeks to keep the centroid of the observed objects and calculates the distance to it. If the centroid
of the object is too far away or too close, it will drive forward or backward respectively. Finally, if the
object is offset to the side, TB will turn toward its centroid (see Figure 11).
This ability can be used in several scenarios within the learning environment. For example; TB can be
used as an assistant for tutors or it can be used to provide a mobile platform for content visualization
for learners. This ability will be very useful especially in the industrial case. A possible scenario could
be the assembly, management or repair of big machinery. In that scenario, TB could provide
information about the ongoing work, following the user while s/he is performing the activity.
This ability could be also used in schools in order to use the robot as a teammate or as a game
master, following the learner and providing feedback to the learners depending on their
performance and/or affective state.

Figure 11: Turtlebot performing a learning experience making use of the follower and the avatar-based
communication abilities

4.1.4.4

Color and cards recognition

Due to the inclusion of a Kinect and a laptop that includes a webcam, TB can also perform computer
vision tasks like color recognition. To use this ability, the colored object needs to be at a reasonable
distance from TurtleBot camera (e.g. up to 1 m).
This ability can be used in different scenarios and learning materials in a learning environment, like
the development of games oriented toward color recognition in an environment with and without a
specific ordering. Furthermore this ability can be applied to reach other learning goals such as simple
counting scenarios of colored objects.
Furthermore, a set of cards has been developed in order to create different learning experiences for
activities such as object or number recognition and association. The basic set of cards includes
pictures of objects and/or numbers. However, the number of cards available could be easily
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increased by the teachers. Figure 12 shows the use of these cards to perform a learning activity
based on the differentiation of a lower number (in this case, the card represents the number 3).

Figure 12: Using a card for “discrimination of less than” activity

4.1.4.5

Avatar-based communication

By using the on-board laptop, an avatar-based communication system has been implemented. This
avatar allows a user-friendly interface to establish interactions between the learner and the robot.
This avatar is used, for example, to guide the learning experience, present useful information to the
learners or provide feedback for the learner’s interactions. An example of this avatar is shown in
Figure 11. This avatar provides both visual and audio feedback and interactions. In future versions,
speech recognition could be implemented.

4.2 NAO robot
4.2.1 Description

NAO is a humanoid robot, well equipped with various sensors and with a variety of interaction
functionalities, such as dialogue, motion/body part movements (with motor joints supporting 25
degrees of freedom), light/led effects etc. Its endearing appearance is proven to have a positive
impact on the interaction with children [5], especially with children within the autism spectrum [6],
which turns it into a great educational tool. Development of applications is possible because of the
NAOqi Operating System and the SDK provided by the manufacturer (Aldebaran), which could run
locally on the robot or remotely on a PC.

4.2.2 Components
NAO is fitted with a 1.6 GHz CPU, a 1 GB RAM and a 2 GB flash memory, rendering it fully
autonomous in executing software on-board. Its overall autonomy is further supported by 60-90
minutes of battery life. However, NAO is able to communicate with an external processing unit (e.g.
PC, laptop) if needed, for more processing-demanding and/or memory-consuming tasks. This
connectivity can be either wired (through a fitted Ethernet port) or wireless (through WiFi).
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The main sensory inputs that can be employed for actuating the MaTHiSiS educational process
include two cameras, four microphones, two speakers, seven LEDs and several contact and tactile
sensors. There are also other sensors (Force-Sensing Resistors, joint position sensors, Infra-Red,
Inertial unit, Sonars) which are typically used implicitly for ambient actions/awareness, e.g. sonars,
are usually employed in tasks that involve obstacle avoidance.
The NAOqi API gives access to NAO’s development tools. These tools give access to several preinstalled functionalities regarding the robot’s sensors, such as controlling sensors (e.g. moving joints,
turning LEDs on/off etc.), capturing and identifying their signals, as well as performing more
composite tasks such as detecting people’s faces, recognizing speech etc., which are fundamental in
the MaTHiSiS context, serving as basis to build MaTHiSiS’ more intricate modalities upon.

4.2.3 Main functionalities
The functionalities that have already been implemented on NAO, within the MaTHiSiS ecosystem are:
•
•

Remote image processing for face tracking and facial expression.
Calibration with a Kinect sensor to transfer Kinect’s depth information at NAO’s camera

In addition, NAO supports several on-board pre-installed functionalities that can be employed for
capturing and conveying interaction with the learners, as already outlined in the previous section.
More specifically, the list of such functionalities is:
•
•
•
•
•

Obstacle avoidance
Face detection
Sound/Video recording
Sound localization
Speech detection

4.2.4 Main abilities implemented
The NAO also has a number of capabilities that can be exploited in the context of MaTHiSiS. Many of
them are generic abilities of the robot and others may be developed specifically to be used in
MaTHiSiS project.

4.2.4.1

NAO Movements

One of the basic characteristics of NAO is its humanoid movements. Robot’s joints constitute of
motors enabling the rotation of the body parts on different directions. These motors are placed on
its shoulders, elbows, wrists, fingers, head, torso, knees and ankles, providing it with 25 degrees of
freedom and thus a great range of different movements and postures. NAO is also capable to avoid
obstacles using its sonar and tactile sensors on its torso and feet respectively. This way, a safe
navigation is ensured – without collisions - in the surrounding space.

4.2.4.2

Hearing, Speaking, Dialogues

NAO is equipped with microphones and speakers and they can be made to talk in an expressive way,
and use associated gestures. It can perform speech recognition for 'Arabic', 'Brazilian', 'Chinese',
'Czech', 'Danish', 'Dutch', 'English', 'Finnish', 'French', 'German', 'Greek', 'Italian', 'Japanese', 'Korean',
'Norwegian', 'Polish', 'Portuguese', 'Russian', 'Spanish', 'Swedish' and 'Turkish' languages. It can
respond verbally using either microAITalk, ACAPELA or Nuance text to speech engines, depending on
the language package(s) installed.
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In addition, it can perform Speech Recognition on the fly with data coming from microphones and
infer if any predefined word is recognized. Using this component, NAO is also able to perform
dialogues with a user through a simple inferring mechanism. This mechanism is supported by a
module where different rules are written in the form of predefined sentences and responses. The
rules are sentences, questions or other, which follows a user’s verbal input or arbitrary sentences
spoken out without any input from user. Consequently, creating a list of rules the robot can make
sort or long conversations depending on the needs. Another feature regarding NAO’s speech is that it
is able to perform various moves while speaking, making its conversations feel more natural.

4.2.4.3

Teleoperation

Like the TurtleBot, the NAO can be directed to walk about and perform predetermined actions using
a variety of controllers. The WiFi and the IR sensors of this PA could be used for teleoperation scope
(use of NAO through a remote control). The controller could be a PC, a tablet, a smartphone or any
device that supports IR. A simple software using NAO’s SDK can implement the communication
between the PC and the PA. Moreover, specific modules can be developed for Android and iOS
application that can take over this role for tablets and smartphones. Finally, for simple IR devices,
predefined keys can be used, corresponding to different responses.

4.2.4.4

Navigator

The NAO can navigate within an environment using two methods:
•

ALNavigation: The robot will navigate to a position and orientation in Cartesian space, while
preventing collision with objects. The NAO will halt in front of an obstructing object, but
cannot (yet) navigate around it.

•

ALVisualCompass: The robot will navigate through an environment to match its current
camera image with a reference image.

4.2.4.5

Social animal

The robot can react to environmental stimuli. It can also check if the stimulus actually comes from a
human. It can engage with people in a number of ways, such as calculating the position of a person
with respect to the robot; estimate human characteristics based on facial analysis; detect and
recognise human faces; estimate gaze direction; keep track of the people around it and assess
whether a person is sitting or not.
It can perform Emotion Analysis using ST Emotion voice analysis technology from AGI. This assigns a
value of 0-5 to the speaker’s voice for each of the following states: unknown, calm, anger, joy and
sorrow; it can identify laughter (but does not regard this as an emotional state) and provides a
separate value of “Excitement level” that measures the amount of excitement in the voice. (High
excitement is often linked with joy or anger.)

4.2.4.6

People Perception and Spatial Placement

NAO is capable of detecting people when they appear within its cameras field of view and also retain
a history for them. It keeps a list of the people that are currently visible while it saves information for
their relative distance. In addition, a second list is used, where people that have been observed
previously are tracked. The usage of the second list is to distinguish (when possible) whether the
absence of someone was temporary, by matching every new person appeared with those observed
before, i.e. people from the second list (re-identification).
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This feature could be easily combined with the Concept of Engagements Zones, where different areas
could be defined in front of NAO and then place the people according to their relative distance. The
different regions could be parameterized resulting in multiple arrangements as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Engagement Zones

Hence, we could have different layout of zones depending on the requirements of each scenario.
Besides that, NAO could be programmed to address people that are located in a certain zone. As an
example, in tasks taking place in crowded rooms, NAO could monitor and analyse the state of a user
located in the Zone 1 and avoid the existence of any people located in other zones.

4.2.4.7

Tracker

NAO robot supports functionality for tracking a target and trying to keep it in its camera view. There
are three options to carry out that task: 1) move its head only, 2) move the whole body with fixed
legs and 3) move the whole body including the legs (follow me function). The target could be a face,
a landmark (Naomarks), a red ball, a sound or a person from a person list. Therefore, in tasks where a
target might change position or even move far away, NAO will try to keep observing it.

4.2.4.8

Choregraphe

Aldebaran provides a software called Choregraphe for developing applications for NAO. The major
advantages of Choregraphe are: 1) the user friendly graphical interface and 2) its simplified
framework.
The concept is that functionalities-behaviors are represented by boxes, each one having at least two
ports, one for start and one for finish. The boxes are connected with wires specifying the flow of the
information within an application, i.e. which way the behaviors will be executed. Communication
among boxes is supported by transferring parameters through the wires. It is also possible to modify
a box or make a new one to create more complicated behaviors.
Choregraphe provides tools to create animations and sequences of body postures. In order to create
an animation, the user has to place different body postures in specific moments of a timeline and
afterwards it will perform them sequential by interpolating between the different postures. In
addition, other behaviors could be added in this timeline resulting on the development of
applications containing all possible capabilities of the robot, e.g. the robot could move and speak
simultaneously.

4.2.4.9

Entertainer

The NAO can be programmed to perform routines that may be associated with an audio track of a
song and/or dance.
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5. Learning Action materialization capabilities
As described in the [7], the materials distinguished in MaTHiSiS LG framework are of two types:
digital and physical with both categories including several subcategories. With respect to digital
material, depending on the technologies used to develop and display them, they can be distinguished
as native or web-based.

Figure 14: Learning Material types

5.1 TurtleBot robot
5.1.1 Digital materials
Using TurtleBot, the materialization of digital materials will be performed through a screen. The
screen included in the on-board laptop is used to show instructions to guide the learner during the
learning experience, to provide extra information if the learner fails or cannot perform certain
activity, to provide visual (positive and negative) feedback, etc. However, other interactions are also
available in this PA such as feedback using audio or movements of the robot. Finally, in future
improvements, the speech recognition can be included. Some examples of the use of these
functionalities are included in Section 5.1.3.

5.1.2 Physical materials
Computer vision allows the implementation of different methods to interact with physical materials.
Currently, the activities already implemented take advantage of color recognition to interact with
cards which contain numbers or pictures with different amounts of objects. However, more
sophisticated techniques will be implemented in the following months in order to allow different
interactions with real objects. These techniques could include shape or object recognition, the use of
barcodes or QR codes, etc. Section 5.1.3 shows an example of interaction with a card to be applied
within an activity based on the differentiation of biggest and smallest numbers.

5.1.3 Instances of Learning Materials
This section includes the description of the scenarios already implemented to be performed using TB.
These scenarios are based on the learning experiences described in [1]. The description of the
scenarios includes the feedback provided by the PA and the interactions tracked using xAPI
statements.
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5.1.3.1

Associating number to an amount

This scenario is based on the association of numbers with an amount of objects. To perform this
activity, the learner is asked to show a concrete number of objects of the same color. TB counts the
objects shown by the learner and evaluates the learning activity. The experience is performed as
follows:
1. The teacher initializes the system and the initial screen of the game is displayed (Figure 15).

Figure 15: TurtleBot scenario: Initial screen

2. The teacher presses the “Start” button and the game starts according to the level that was
selected by the platform. With the start of the game the interactions are tracked through the
xAPI statements. For the start of the interaction the corresponding xAPI statement is 2:
xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/initialized", "display": { "en-US": "initialized" }
},
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/count-colors", "definition": { "name": { "enUS": "Count colorful objects!" }, "activity type": "assessment" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": "Associating number
to an amount", "SLA weight": "0.3" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": "Relation of numbers and
set of objects"}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": "Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true},
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}
3. The PA gives instructions to the student (Figure 16).

2

For the rest of the xAPI statements only verb, object and result fields are included. The rest of the elements
are included following the specifications described in Section 8.1 (such as actor, timestamp, etc.).
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Figure 16: TurtleBot scenario: Instruction during the game

4. There are three alternative scenarios:
• The student does not reply after a pre-specified amount of time and the system helps
the student to complete the level (Figure 17).
xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/failed", "display": { "en-US": "failed" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/count-colors", "definition": { "name": { "enUS": "Count colorful objects!" }, "activity type": "question" } },
"Result": { "Completion": false, "success": false}
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}

Figure 17: TurtleBot scenario: PA provide extra information as hint

•

The student answers correctly and receives positive feedback from the robot regarding
the steps that need to be completed for finishing the current level (Figure 18 and Figure
19) or positive feedback for the completion of the game (Figure 20).
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xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/xAPI/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/count-colors", "definition": { "name": { "enUS": "Count colorful objects!" }, "activity type": "question" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true}
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}

Figure 18: TurtleBot scenario: positive feedback

Figure 19: TurtleBot scenario: PA encourage the learner to continue the activity
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Figure 20: TurtleBot scenario: the activity finishes successfully

•

The student replies wrong when pressing the “Enter” button and the game gives
negative feedback and after a predefined amount of time it resets where it was left if the
number of objects is less than the one required or starts over, if it is more.
xAPI statement

{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/failed", "display": { "en-US": "failed" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/count-colors", "definition": { "name": { "enUS": "Count colorful objects!" }, "activity type": "question" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": false}
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}

5. If the students abandons the game at any point, the teacher can press the button “q” (stands
for quit) and the game redirects you to the exit screen.
xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/abandoned", "display": { "en-US":
"abandoned" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/count-colors", "definition": { "name": { "enUS": "Count colorful objects!" }, "activity type": "assessment" } },
"Result": { "Completion": false, "success": false}
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}

6. When the student either terminates the learning activity then the exit screen is displayed
and the student or the teacher has to press the exit button.
xAPI statement
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{"actor":{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/terminated", "display": { "en-US":
"terminated" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/count-colors", "definition": { "name": { "enUS": "Count colorful objects!" }, "activity type": "assessment" } }
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}

5.1.3.2

Identify the biggest/smallest number between two numbers

The second scenario implements the SLA so-called “Discrimination of greater than / less than”. This
learning experience uses physical materials (cards) as input from the learner. Each of these cards
shows a number that will be used to evaluate the performance of the activity by the PA. The learning
experience is described as follows:
1. Teacher starts the system and begins student’s interactions (Figure 21).
2. The teacher presses the “Start” button and the game starts according to the level that was
selected by the platform. With the start of the game the interactions are tracked through the
xAPI statements. For the start of the interaction the corresponding xAPI statement is:
xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/initialized", "display": { "en-US": "initialized" }
},
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/bigger-number", "definition": { "name": { "enUS": "Find the bigger number!" }, "activity type": "assessment" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": "Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.3" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": "Identify the
biggest/smallest number between two numbers"}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": "Find the
bigger number!" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true},
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}

Figure 21: TurtleBot scenario: initial screen (second LM)

3. Here, we have two cases:
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•

•

The system says: “pay attention and tell me which is the biggest number”
o An avatar in the screen of the robot shows two numbers and it asks for the
biggest (this command can be also verbal). The learner has a set of (physical)
cards available. Each card includes a number.
o Learner shows a card which includes the number required
The system performs the same scenario but with the smallest number (Figure 22).

Figure 22: TurtleBot scenario: find the smallest number

4. Here there are two alternative scenarios:
• The student answers correctly and receives positive feedback from the robot regarding
the steps that need to be completed for finishing the current level (similar to Figure 18
and Figure 19) or positive feedback for the completion of the game (similar to Figure 20).
xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/xAPI/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/bigger-number", "definition": { "name": { "enUS": "Find the bigger number!" }, "activity type": "question" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true}
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}}
•

The student replies wrongly and the game gives negative feedback and after a
predefined amount of time it resets where it was left.
xAPI statement

{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
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"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/failed", "display": { "en-US": "failed" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/bigger-number", "definition": { "name": { "enUS": "Find the bigger number!" }, "activity type": "question" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": false}
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}}

5. If the students abandons the game at any point, the teacher can press the button “q” (stands
for quit) and the game redirects you to the exit screen.
xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/abandoned", "display": { "en-US":
"abandoned" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/count-colors", "definition": { "name": { "enUS": "Count colorful objects!" }, "activity type": "assessment" } },
"Result": { "Completion": false, "success": false}
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}}

6. When the student terminates the learning activity the exit screen is displayed and the
student or the teacher has to press the exit button.
xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/terminated", "display": { "en-US":
"terminated" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/count-colors", "definition": { "name": { "enUS": "Count colorful objects!" }, "activity type": "assessment" } }
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}}

5.2 NAO robot
5.2.1 Digital materials
The digital materials on this PA will have different materialization terms due to the absence of a
display. Instead, NAO will use its gestures, voice, tactile sensors (head, hands), leds (feet, torso, eyes
and ears), feet bumpers and the speech recognition module as its main interaction elements by
adjusting visual artifacts (that can be ported to a display) into verbal, gesture or touching responses
and leds’ indications.
As an example, a learning material such as a document cannot be displayed for a learner to read, but
the PA could recite it using its voice. In a similar manner, NAO could also transfer the instructions of a
digital game or exercise through its verbal channel, which in other PAs are going to be displayed.
Other means of communicating with the learner are its programmable led eyes which can take
predefined colors for different indications. Such an indication could be directions to the user on how
to execute an LM, e.g. when the LM starts (a green led can light up) or when to respond. On the
other hand, the response of the user on these materials could be achieved by recognizing her/his
speech or by asking the user to touch the tactile sensors. Note that for digital games that are more
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demanding, computer vision algorithms could be used to fulfil the requirements of their scenarios,
e.g. the detection, recognition or localization of an object. To implement a presentation, NAO could
recite the text of a slide and between them making short stops, specific sounds or expressions
signifying slide changing. Finally, sound materials will be implemented using PA’s speakers, whereas
video and image materials could not be performed at all.

5.2.2 Physical materials
Beside the humanoid look of this PA, another advantage it has is that it can move and react as a
human, i.e. it can execute various body movements, walk, indicate, grub and others. These features
can facilitate the implementation of the physical materials resulting in more realistic scenarios.
In physical exercises for example, where the user is asked to perform some predefined moves, NAO
can use its motors to demonstrate these moves and indicate how the exercise needs to be
performed in a correct manner. Regarding physical games, this PA enables the implementation of
more demanding scenarios, because it is possible to combine several of its sensors. For instance, it
can walk around, execute computer vision algorithms and speaking simultaneously. Thus, it can
implement actions where the PA must have knowledge of the user’s location for example, such as
following the user or ask the user to follow. Likewise, NAO can use the information captured from
the microphones sensors to find the orientation of a speaker and react properly. As for the physical
objects, the aforementioned sensors could be applied as well, e.g. it can recognize and/or localize an
object, indicate it, grub it or say something relevant, such as take/leave it, place it somewhere and
others.

5.2.3 Instances of Learning Materials
5.2.3.1 Associating number to an amount
1. The teacher initializes the game through Mathisis platform and launches the LM.
2. NAO makes an introduction for the LM and gives instructions to the learner on how the LM is
materialized.
xAPI statement
{ "actor": { "type": "PA", "name": "NAO_Athena"},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/initialized", "display": { "en-US": " initialized" }
},
"object": { "id": " bring_the_objects.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Bring the
objects!" }, "activity type": " interaction " } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Association of
number to quantity", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Relate number with
a set of objects"}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:17:30+01:00 "}
3. NAO is informed from the cloud for the parameter of this LM – numbers of objects to
request.
4. Then, says the user to bring the number of objects in front of it and take the appropriate
posture.
xAPI statement
{ "actor": { "type": "PA", "name": "NAO_Athena"},
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"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/asked", "display": { "en-US": "asked" } },
"object": { "id": " bring_the_objects.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Bring the
objects!" }, "activity type": "question" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Association of
number to quantity", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Relate number with
a set of objects"}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:18:30+01:00 "}

Figure 23: NAO scenario: Vocal instruction during the game

5. Afterwards, it waits until the learner touch NAO’s head which means that the learner
brought the objects.
6. NAO counts the right number of objects.
•

Learner’s answer is correct.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " learner ", "name": "user_id "},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed " } },
"object": { "id": " bring_the_objects.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Bring the objects!" },
"activity type": "interaction" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Association of number to
quantity", "SLA weight": "0.2" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Relate number with a set of
objects"}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true, "score": { "scaled": 1, "min": 0, "max": 1 } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:17:30+01:00 "}

o

NAO gives feedback to the learner for her/his correct answer.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " PA ", "name": " NAO_Athena"},
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"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed" } },
"object": { "id": " bring_the_objects.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Bring the objects!" },
"activity type": " interaction" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Association of number to
quantity", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Relate number with a set of
objects"}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:20:30+01:00 "}
o

If the former two answers were correct, the LM is finishing here.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " learner ", "name": "user_id "},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed " } },
"object": { "id": " bring_the_objects.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Bring the objects!" },
"activity type": "assesment" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Association of number to
quantity", "SLA weight": "0.2" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Relate number with a set of
objects"}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true, "score": { "scaled": 1, "min": 0, "max": 1 } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:17:30+01:00 "}
•

Learner gives wrong answer.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " learner ", "name": "user_id "},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/failed", "display": { "en-US": "failed" } },
"object": { "id": " bring_the_objects.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Bring the objects!" },
"activity type": " interaction " } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Association of number to
quantity", "SLA weight": "0.2" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Relate number with a set of
objects"}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"Result":
{
"Completion":
true,
"success":
false,
"score":
{
"scaled":
(broughtObjects/requestedOjects)mod1 , "min": 0, "max": 1 } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:19:30+01:00 "}

o

NAO says the correct answer and gives feedback to the learner.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " PA ", "name": " NAO_Athena"},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/failed", "display": { "en-US": " failed" } },
"object": { "id": " bring_the_objects.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Bring the objects!" },
"activity type": "interaction" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Association of number to
quantity", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Relate number with a set of
objects"}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:20:30+01:00 "}
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7. Finally, if the maximum number of rounds has been fulfilled NAO says goodbye, otherwise it
goes to (3).

5.2.3.2 Identify the biggest/smallest number between two numbers
1. The teacher initializes the game through Mathisis platform and launches the LM.
2. NAO makes an introduction for the LM and gives instructions to the learner on how the LM is
materialized.
xAPI statement
{ "actor": { "type": "PA", "name": "NAO_Athena"},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/asked", "display": { "en-US": " asked" } },
"object": { "id": " greater_or_less.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": "Greater or Less!" },
"activity type": "question" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Identify the
largest / smallest number between two numbers."}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": "
Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:17:30+01:00 "}
3. NAO is informed from the cloud for the parameter of this LM – the two numbers and the
operation.
4. Then, recites to the learner the operation and the two numbers.
xAPI statement
{ "actor": { "type": "PA", "name": "NAO_Athena"},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/asked", "display": { "en-US": "asked " } },
"object": { "id": " greater_or_less.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": "Greater or Less!" },
"activity type": "question" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Identify the
largest / smallest number between two numbers."}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": "
Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:18:30+01:00 "}
5. Afterwards, it waits until the learner says a number.
6. NAO examines the learner’s answer.
• The answer was correct.
xAPI statement
{ "actor": { "type": " learner ", "name": "user_id "},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed " } },
"object": { "id": " greater_or_less.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": "Greater or Less!" },
"activity type": "interaction" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.2" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Identify the
largest / smallest number between two numbers."}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": "
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Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true, "score": { "scaled": 1, "min": 0, "max": 1 } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:19:30+01:00 "}

o

Prompting the learner and gives confirmation.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " PA ", "name": " NAO_Athena "},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed " } },
"object": { "id": " greater_or_less.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": "Greater or Less!" },
"activity type": "interaction" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Identify the
largest / smallest number between two numbers."}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": "
Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:20:30+01:00 "}

o

If the former two answers were correct as well, it finishes the LM.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " learner ", "name": "user_id "},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed " } },
"object": { "id": " greater_or_less.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": "Greater or Less!" },
"activity type": " assessment" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.2" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Identify the
largest / smallest number between two numbers."}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": "
Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true, "score": { "scaled": 1, "min": 0, "max": 1 } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:22:30+01:00 "}
•

If the learner give a wrong answer, the robot says the correct answer and gives feedback
to the user.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " PA ", "name": " NAO_Athena "},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/failed", "display": { "en-US": " failed " } },
"object": { "id": " greater_or_less.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": "Greater or Less!" },
"activity type": " interaction " } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Identify the
largest / smallest number between two numbers."}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": "
Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:20:30+01:00 "}
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7. Then, if the maximum number of rounds has been fulfilled NAO says goodbye and goes to
(7), otherwise goes to (3).
8. Finally, the robot checks if the learner answered correct in all rounds.
a. If yes, informs the cloud and finishes the LM.
b. Else, finishes the LM.

5.2.3.3 Put the numbers in order (ascending / descending)
1. The teacher initializes the game through Mathisis platform and launches the LM.
2. NAO makes an introduction for the LM and gives instructions to the learner on how the LM is
materialized.
xAPI statement
{ "actor": { "type": "PA", "name": "NAO_Athena"},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/initialized", "display": { "en-US": " initialized" }
},
"object": { "id": " sort_the_numbers.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Sort the
numbers!" }, "activity type": "interraction" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Put the
numbers in order (ascending / descending) "}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical
competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:17:30+01:00 "}
3. NAO is informed from the cloud for the parameter of this LM – total amount of numbers, the
list with the numbers and the operation.
4. Then, recites the list of the numbers and asks the learner to sort them ascending or
descending.
xAPI statement
{ "actor": { "type": "PA", "name": "NAO_Athena"},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/asked", "display": { "en-US": " asked" } },
"object": { "id": " sort_the_numbers.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Sort the
numbers!" }, "activity type": "question" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Put the
numbers in order (ascending / descending) "}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical
competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:17:30+01:00 "}
5. Afterwards, it waits until the learner says all the numbers.
6. NAO checks if the answer of the learner was correct.
• The learner gives the correct answer.
xAPI statement
{ "actor": { "type": " learner ", "name": "user_id "},
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"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed " } },
"object": { "id": " sort_the_numbers.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Sort the
numbers!" }, "activity type": "interaction" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.2" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Put the
numbers in order (ascending / descending) "}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical
competences: numbering" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true, "score": { "scaled": 1, "min": 0, "max": 1 } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:18:30+01:00 "}

o

NAO gives feedback to the learner for her/his correct answer and informs the
platforms for her/his score.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " PA ", "name": " NAO_Athena"},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": " passed" } },
"object": { "id": " sort_the_numbers.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Sort the
numbers!" }, "activity type": " interaction " } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Put the
numbers in order (ascending / descending) "}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical
competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:19:30+01:00 "}

o

If the former two answers were correct as well, it finishes the LM.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " learner ", "name": "user_id "},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed " } },
"object": { "id": " sort_the_numbers.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Sort the
numbers!" }, "activity type": " assessment " } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.2" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Put the
numbers in order (ascending / descending) "}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical
competences: numbering" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true, "score": { "scaled": 1, "min": 0, "max": 1 } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:20:30+01:00 "}
•

If the answer was wrong, NAO says the numbers in correct order, gives feedback to the
learner and informs the platform for her/his score.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " PA ", "name": " NAO_Athena"},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/failed", "display": { "en-US": " failed " } },
"object": { "id": " sort_the_numbers.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Sort the
numbers!" }, "activity type": " interaction " } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": “Discrimination of
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greater than / less than", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Put the
numbers in order (ascending / descending) "}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical
competences: numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:19:30+01:00 "}
7. Finally, if the maximum number of rounds has been fulfilled NAO says goodbye, otherwise it
goes to (3).

5.2.3.4 Count and identify small amounts of objects
1. The teacher initializes the game through Mathisis platform and launches the LM.
2. NAO makes an introduction for the LM and gives instructions to the learner on how the LM is
materialized.
xAPI statement
{ "actor": { "type": "PA", "name": "NAO_Athena"},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/initialized", "display": { "en-US": " initialized "
} },
"object": { "id": "count-the-whistles.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": "Count the
whistles!" }, "activity type": "interaction" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": "Subitizing and
counting", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": "Count and identify small
amounts of objects"}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": "Mathematical competences: numbering"
} },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00 "}
3. NAO is informed from the cloud for the parameter of this LM - level of difficulty.
4. Then, it plays the corresponding sound to the user.
5. When the sound finishes, NAO asks the learner for the number of whistles.
xAPI statement
{ "actor": { "type": " PA ", "name": "NAO_Athena "},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/asked ", "display": { "en-US": "asked " } },
"object": { "id": " count-the-whistles.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Count the
whistles!" }, "activity type": "question" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": " Subitizing and
counting ", "SLA weight": "0.0" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Count and identify small
amounts of objects "}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical competences:
numbering" } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:16:30+01:00 "}
6. Then, it waits for the answer.
7. Afterwards, it examines the answer and sends the score to the cloud.
• Learner gives the correct answer.
xAPI statement
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{ "actor": { "type": " learner ", "name": "user_id "},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed " } },
"object": { "id": " count-the-whistles.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Count the
whistles!" }, "activity type": " assessment" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": " Subsidising and
counting ", "SLA weight": "0.2" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Count and identify small
amounts of objects "}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical competences:
numbering" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true, "score": { "scaled": 1, "min": 0, "max": 1 } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:17:30+01:00 "}
•

Learner gives the wrong answer.
xAPI statement

{ "actor": { "type": " learner ", "name": "user_id "},
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/failed", "display": { "en-US": " failed " } },
"object": { "id": " count-the-whistles.xar ", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": " Count the
whistles!" }, "activity type": " assessment" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": " Subsidising and
counting ", "SLA weight": "0.2" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": " Count and identify small
amounts of objects "}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name": " Mathematical competences:
numbering" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": false, "score": { "scaled": 0, "min": 0, "max": 1 } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:17:30+01:00 "}
8. Finally, if the maximum number of rounds has been fulfilled NAO says goodbye, otherwise it
goes to (3).
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6. Conclusion
This document describes the initial implementation of works performed for the preliminary PAs
belonging to the robotic layer (namely TurtleBot and NAO robot). The implementations include the
development of the Experiencing Service which allows for the communication of the Platform Agents
with the rest of the components hosted in the cloud. Additionally, several functionalities have been
implemented in both PAs which have enabled the creation of different learning scenarios (Learning
Action materialization capabilities) to be used during the first pilots. These scenarios have been
implemented in accordance with the requirements demanded in [1]. Furthermore, these scenarios
include the tracking of interactions that will be used both for emotion recognition and learning
analytics purposes.
At the time of the submission of this deliverable all the functionalities described herein are ready to
be utilized for the development of complete learning experiences and relevant code will be available
in the GitLab repository of MaTHiSiS.
Finally, as it has been mentioned throughout the document, some components will be improved or
incorporated in subsequent versions. The list of future components to be implemented (but not
limited to) is included below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporation of new sensorial components (such as speech/word recognition)
Incorporation of new functionalities of the Learning Action materialization tier
Implementation of the simple GUI for the Experiencing Service
Improvement of the “interaction with PAs tier” in the Experiencing Service
Platform Agents collaboration tier
Etc.

This deliverable corresponds to the first of a set of three deliverables belonging to task 5.1.
Subsequent deliverables (namely D5.2 and D5.3) will update the information included in this
document, providing additional information about the new functionalities and Learning Action
materialization capabilities available on months 21 and 33 respectively.
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8. Annexes
8.1 Information about xAPI
The Experience API (xAPI) is a specification with objective to express, store and exchange statements
about interaction/learning experiences. This specification has two primary parts, the first one focuses
on the syntax of the data format, while the second part defines the characteristics of “Learning
Record Stores (LRS)”. LRS serves as data-endpoints that can collect and exchange learning activity
traces. Experience statements are the core of the xAPI. These statements form activity streams to
provide trajectory of the learning activities [7]. MaTHiSiS uses this standard to the exchange of
information related to the interactions of the leaners which can provide useful information about
their emotional state and performance.

8.1.1 What can be tracked?
xAPI is a specification for learning technology that makes it possible to collect data about the wide
range of experiences a person has. This API captures data in a consistent format about a person or
group’s activities from many technologies. Very different systems are able to securely communicate
by capturing and sharing this stream of activities using xAPI’s simple vocabulary.
The Experience API lets the system capture (big) data on human performance, along with associated
instructional content or performance context information. xAPI applies human (and machine)
readable “activity streams” to tracking data and provides sub-APIs to access and store information
about state and content. This enables nearly dynamic tracking of activities from any platform or
software system

8.1.2 Which are the xAPI statements and how do they work?
The xAPI data format describes an experience statement with the following attributes (according to
the specifications included in [9]):
Element

Explanation

Actor

An identity of the person who perform an action. People often have
multiple identities e.g. personal and work email, Twitter etc. Only one is
assigned to the tracked experience.

Verb

The action conducted by the actor.

Object

The subject of the actor’s interaction. This is normally an activity, but can
also be a person, group or even another statement.

Result

The outcome of the experience e.g. success, completion, score etc.

Context

The context of the experience, e.g. the larger learning activity this formed
a part of, any other related activities, the instructor or team, the platform
and language used in the experience.

Authority

The person or group that asserts that an action happened.
The authority is set by the Learning Record Store based on the security
credentials used

Timestamp

When the experience happened; not necessarily when the data was
stored.
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Element

Explanation

Attachments

Files attached can be attached to the statement e.g. evidence of a
learning activity.
Table 3: Elements included in the structure of the xAPI statements

A concrete format of the statements is not established. Basically, the common elements in xAPI
statements are actor, verb and object while the rest of them may or may not be used. Moreover, due
to the “freedoms of the Tin Can API” (xAPI is also named Tin Can API), several different fields can be
included in a xAPI statement [10].
xAPI works as follows:
•
•
•

When learner interacts with other people, content, and beyond, a statement is generated
and recorded with the xAPI.
If this interaction needs to be recorded, the application sends secure statements in the form
of “Noun, verb, object” to a Learning Record Store (LRS)
Learning Record Stores record all of the statements made. An LRS can share these
statements with other LRSs.

8.1.3 xAPI Data Models
As previously highlighted; xAPI is a very extensive specification and a set of pre-defined statements
has been defined in the context of MaTHiSiS. The statements that have been established in order to
track the interactions that could provide useful information about the affective state and
performance of the learners are shown below:
1. Learner initialized an interaction 3
2. Learner suspended an interaction
3. Learner resumed an interaction
4. PA 4 suspended an interaction
5. PA2 resumed an interaction
6. Learner failed an interaction
7. Learner passed an interaction
8. Learner mastered an interaction
9. Learner failed a question 5
10. Learner passed a question
11. Learner mastered a question
12. Learner satisfied an objective 6
13. Learner terminated an interaction
14. PA interacted with the learner 7
15. Learner exited the interaction
16. PA exited the interaction
3

An interaction can be materialized through digital or physical material
This concept is not included in the API specification
5
An interaction contains several questions. A question defines each part of the interaction, even if there is not
exactly a question (e.g. a drag and drop activity, word-image association, etc.)
6
“Objective” could be used in order to allude, e.g. to a Learning Goal or the maximum SLA competence
7
This statement represents an interaction produce by the PA in order to support the learners, providing
additional information or hints.
4
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17. PA asked a question
18. PA responded an interaction 8
Each of these statements represents a key moment during the learning process and they will be
stored in a LRS, including a timestamp for each one. Depending on the functionality (personalization
or adaptation) this set of statements will be divided (not all the statements will be used in both
functionalities).
Moreover, some of these statements could include extra information to be used as part of the
Learning Analytics (LA). These parameters will include information related to the context (such
as level of difficulty, and complexity of environment) or results (such as scores and performances).

8.1.4 xAPI Statement design for MaTHiSiS
The xAPI set of statements to be used in MaTHiSiS is composed (as the standard specification) of
three basic elements (actor, verb and object) and other supplementary ones. In this case, the
element “timestamps” will be always included but also some extra fields could be used depending on
the needs.
8.1.4.1

Basic elements

Actor: this element provides the identity of the person (or object) that performs the interaction. The
supported values will be “learner”, “tutor” and “PA” (PA is not included in the standard definition).
Verb: the verb represents the action taken by the actor. In MaTHiSiS context, this element can take
the following values: initialized, suspended, resumed, failed, passed, mastered, satisfied, terminated,
interacted, exited and asked.
Object: this element represents the subject of the actor’s action. The object allows the
differentiation between the components of the learning activity. “Interaction/assessment”
represents the whole SLA materialization activity while “question” represents individual activities to
be performed during this interaction/assessment. In some cases, the object can be the PA or part of
the MaTHiSiS platform such as the Learning Goal. To represent these components the TIN CAN term
“objective” is used.
Timestamp (mandatory): although this element is not mandatory in the xAPI standard, it provides
essential information in MaTHiSiS’ context. For this reason, this parameter must be included in each
xAPI statement created and stored. This information allows the system to get an historic of all the
actions performed and the exact moment when they occurred as well as allowing the calculation of
important information such as the required time to perform specific activities.

8.1.4.2

Extra elements

Apart from the basic elements, some extra information is needed.
Context: in order to use some interactions, extra information is needed. This element will include
information about the context of the interaction, providing information about the learning scenario
such as the location of the learner (e.g. classroom, home, etc.), the SLA(s) involved and the LA in
progress. Some extra information could be needed (e.g. the Learning Goal reach when the “Learner
satisfied an objective” statement is used)

8

This statement represents a feedback (both positive or negative) provided by the PA to the learner about the
result of his/her interaction
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Result: in several xAPI, a value related to the performance of the learner is included. This information
must be normalized (i.e. value between 0 and 1). In some cases, the result won’t be represented as a
continue value (binary result). In that case, the correct result is represented as a “1” while an
incorrect outcome is mapped as a “0”. Moreover, this element must include the parameter
“completion” with a TRUE or FALSE value in order to provide the fact that the learner answered it or
not (e.g. the learner didn’t replay in the established time or he/she skipped part of the learning
activity). This information is useful both for learning analytics and for affective state recognition.

8.1.4.3

Example of JSON object

In order to map these interactions, IPA must receive all the trackable information about them.
Depending on the nature of the LM (web-based LM, digital native LM and physical LM), different
components will provide the needed information to track the interactions. This information will be
included in a JSON object which will contain a common set of parameters. Some of these parameters
may not be necessary in some interaction (e.g. result information during the visualization of a video).
In that case, these fields will be sent empty. The structure of the JSON object must be as follows 9:
{ "actor": { "type": "learner", "name": "Unique id", "mbox": "mailto:sally@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/find-the-shape", "definition": { "name": { "en-US":
"Find the shape!" }, "activity type": "assessment" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": "Color identification", "SLA
weight": "0.3" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": "Select a colored shape"}, "LG": {"id": "LG id", "name":
"Paint with colors" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true, "score": { "scaled": 0.8, "min": 0, "max": 1 } },
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00 "}

9

It is important to note that certain elements are required by the API specifications (such as the use of an
“mbox” element associated to the actor).
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8.2 Experiencing Service
8.2.1 Objectives and approach
The MaTHiSiS project is very ambitious in many aspects. One of them is the portability of the
MaTHiSiS components introduced on platform agents, components allowing the tracking of the
learners using two different types of information:
•
•

raw data from sensors available on the device;
interactions of the learner with the learning materials.

Moreover, we want to make MaTHiSiS compatible as much as possible with existing learning
materials, with minimal effort from their owners or creators.
The answer given to this ambitious plan follows three rules given below:
1. Do only what is necessary on the device, mainly related to the computational power and
security aspects;
2. Define the minimal interface needed for learning materials to allow the tracking of
interactions of the learners;
3. Ensure that we have a portable architecture, thanks to the two first rules.
They have been applied carefully and the architecture presented in section 8.2.2 is the result of a
long conception work.

8.2.2 Architecture
During the conception of the Experiencing Service (ES), it was clear that, depending on the kind of
learning material and the kind of platform agent, it will not be possible to have exactly the same
approach. In fact, both are defining constraints that need to be addressed, and sometimes, these
constraints are conflicting.
The most general approach is to consider the LM as an external native application for LM (section
8.2.2.1). Many existing educational materials are of this kind. The specific case of physical LMs falls to
the same approach as we need to have an application tracking the interactions of the learner with
the physical object(s).
From this starting point, a general and common architecture has been defined. Two other refined
architectures have been derived to explicit the specificities of the web-based digital LMs (section
8.2.2.2) and of the physical LMs (section 8.2.2.3).
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8.2.2.1

General and common PA architecture

The Figure 24 shows the common architecture as we have defined it. All Platform Agents use it. The
box on the right is a partial view of the MaTHiSiS cloud in which are only represented the
components with which the Experiencing Service will communicate directly.

Figure 24: Architecture of the components implemented in the PAs with focus on the Experiencing Service General and common architecture

We describe shortly the components that are represented in this figure:
•
•

•

•

Sensorial Component (SC): the component in charge of gathering and processing the raw
data from sensors in order to extract affect-related features. More details on the SC are
given in the deliverable D4.1 - MaTHiSiS Sensorial Component [4].
Learning Material Launcher (LM Launcher): the component in charge of starting the
application associated with the LM. This component has been introduced to do the bridge
between the Experience Engine that will send materialization instructions and the concrete
LMs, i.e. native applications.
Interaction with Platform Agent (IPA): the component is responsible to process the
interactions of the learners with the LMs in order to extract affect-related features as well as
to evaluate the performance of the learner. In the initial system architecture described in the
[1], the IPA was foreseen to be embedded in the Experiencing Service on each PA. Since this
component had no specificities per device, and to achieve the objectives mentioned in the
previous section, it is now part of the back-end.
Learning Material Framework (LMF): the framework is the one that must be used by
learning materials in order to be compatible with MaTHiSiS. Therefore, it has been extracted
to be embedded it in the LMs, even if it's a part of the Experiencing Service. It has two main
functionalities: the first one is about the control of the LM, so the interpretation of
materialization instructions given by the EE into concrete queries to the application. The
second functionality is about the tracking of interactions of the learner with the LM. In order
to avoid problems related to the intermittent network connections / disconnections, a buffer
of the interactions of the learner is introduced in the tracker, but not mandatory as some
platform agents could not be capable of storing too much information locally.

This architecture is limited to the strict minimum for the needs of MaTHiSiS and follows the three
rules defined above. It will help us to the introduction of new kind of platform agent in the future.
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In term of communication between components, the situation is as follows:
•

•

•

•
8.2.2.2

The SC gathers raw data from sensors. Locally on the device, the SC pre-processes data in
order to (at least) do anonymization. This way, even if someone succeeded in getting the
data during the network transfer, it will be impossible for this person to recognize the learner
in any way. Apart from anonymization, if relevant, additional processing at the PA may occur.
Such pre-processed data is then sent to the cloud to the common SC part that will do the
main computation-intensive work.
The LM Launcher receives START instructions from the EE, to concretely start a new learning
material, i.e. a native application. If something goes wrong (application not found,
application crashed at start, etc.), the LM launcher informs immediately the cloud about the
problem (through the technical report interface) to let it identify another materialization.
Even if we ensure by other means that such problems will not occur, we need to take this
possibility into consideration.
From the moment the application is launched, the LMF does the rest, independently of the
Experiencing Service. A direct bi-directional connection is opened between the application
(i.e. the LM) and the cloud. This allows the EE to send other instructions (e.g. STOP
instruction) to the application and to let the application, through the LMF, to send the
interactions of the learner to the IPA component. To that purpose, xAPI statements are used.
Please, see section 8.1 for more information about the xAPI.
Both the SC and the IPA components send their outcomes to the AIR lib where the
multimodal fusion is done.
Refined architecture for web-based digital LM

This refinement of the architecture is dedicated to the web-based digital learning materials. It's in
fact the same architecture with the one described in section 8.2.2.1, but here we are defining what
the native application is.

Figure 25: Experiencing Service - Refined architecture for web-based digital LMs

In the case of web-based LMs, the native application is the MaTHiSiS Web-based LM Player. It's an
application developed specifically for the project that will be in charge of rendering the web-based
LMs. This application will embed the LM Framework as any other native LM, and will then ensure the
compatibility with MaTHiSiS.
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8.2.2.3

Refined architecture for physical LM

This refinement of the architecture is dedicated to the physical learning materials. It's in fact the
same architecture with the one described in section 8.2.2.1, but here we are defining what the native
application is.

Figure 26: Experiencing Service - Refined architecture for physical LMs

In the case of physical LMs, the native application is the MaTHiSiS Physical LM Tracker. It's an
application developed specifically for the project that will be in charge of tracking the interactions
with physical LMs through sensors. To that purpose, we will use the specific identifiers like described
in the Learning Action Ontology available in the D3.5 - Experience Engine M12. This application will
embed the LM Framework as any other native LM, and will then ensure the compatibility with
MaTHiSiS.
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